Press Release
Aseptic Packaging:
Serac Innovates and Reduces Environmental Impact Thanks To BluStream®
Serac confirms its expertise in container treatment based on dry processes with an industrial
sterilization solution using ebeam technology.
Capable of ensuring a 5 log bacteriological reduction on Bacillus pumilus without leaving any chemical
residue in the container and to eliminate the consumption of chemical agents to decontaminate a
bottle, BluStream® is a real technological breakthrough in the aseptic filling of plastic bottles.
BluStream® is particularly interesting for manufacturers wishing to highlight:
 Production processes that respect both human beings and the environment.
 Brands that follow natural trends and target sensitive consumers (babies, elderly people,
allergic people, etc.).

BluStream®: Quick Sterilization Without Chemical Products
Unlike peracetic acid (PAA) and hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂) treatments that rely on chemical principles
BluStream® is based on a physical process. It uses an issuer which throws an electron beam over
the container’s surface. Electrons quickly destroy micro-organisms by breaking their DNA chains. This
enables BluStream® to achieve a 5 log bacteriological reduction on Bacillus pumilus with a 1,5 liter
bottle in about 5 seconds. Without the use of chemicals, BluStream® ensures that containers are
totally free of any toxic residue.

BluStream®: Simpler and Economical
BluStream® is a simpler process which makes sterilization easier to monitor.
The BluStream® process only depends on 3 critical easy to control parameters (voltage, current
intensity and exposure time).
BluStream® treatment is also more economical in production because it requires no chemicals, no
water, no compressed air, and a minimum increase in electrical consumption comparable to the H₂O₂
treatment.

BluStream®: Continuous and Complete Sterilization in a Compact Unit
Serac’s BluStream® unit is more compact than PAA and H₂O₂ ones; the floor area is only 20m² for a
rate up to 36 000 bottles per hour.

Bottles are treated on two successive carousels; the first one for the exterior treatment and the second
one for the interior treatment of the bottle, continuously, at rates up to 36 000 bottles per hour.
The caps are also treated by electron-beam in an independent module with a single emitter to sterilize
the inside and the outside of the caps.

For all Products Packed in Plastic Bottles
BluStream® treatment is compatible with all kinds of plastics; HDPE, PET, PP, PS, whatever their
weight or shape (off handle). All bottle and flat cap sizes can also be treated.
Treatment efficiency allows this method to be used for high-acid products (fruit juices) as well as for
low-acid products (cow milk, soy milk, other vegetable drinks and all nutritional products).
Serac offers with BluStream® a cutting-edge sterilization solution which reinforces its position as an
expert in the aseptic filling of bottles.
Apart from the new machines, BluStream® sterilization will also be available on the modernization of
existing lines.
A presentation of BluStream® will be shown at Stand 6L109 during the All4Pack trade fair from 26 to
29 November 2018.

About Serac group
Serac group designs, assembles and provides packaging solutions to industrial companies and endusers, mainly in dairy products, edible oil and home and personal care products.
It comprises 10 commercial offices located in France, Brazil, USA, Malaysia, Indonesia, Russia, Japan,
China, Spain, England and 6 factories in France (3), Brazil (1), U.S.A. (1) and Malaysia (1).
Serac has installed more than 5 000 packaging solutions in over 100 countries.
Serac’s strategy is to differentiate ourselves from competitors by taking advantage of what makes us
shine: a unique model, structured around a highly international commercial and industrial presence in all
markets.
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